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The structure of simple rings as Lie or Jordan rings has been determined 
in a series of papers (see [Z] for the relevant references). In the case of a 
simple ring with involution the character of the symmetric elements as a 
Jordan ring and of the skew elements as a Lie ring has also been determined 
[I], [3]. One particular consequence of these results is that the commutativity 
of the symmetric elements forces the ring itself to be at most 4-dimensional 
over its center [3]. 
We posed the question whether imposing a polynomial identity on the 
symmetric elements (or skew elements) forces the ring itself to satisfy some 
polynomial identity. We show in this paper that the answer to this is yes. 
Given a simple ring R, we can consider it as a module over its multiplica- 
tion ring -the endomorphism ring of the additive group of R generated in 
E(R)-by all right and all left multiplications by elements of R. The com- 
muting ring of this multiplication ring in E(R) is the centroid of R. When R 
is simple, its centroid 3 is a field and R is an algebra over 3. Moreover, if R 
also has a unit element then 3 coincides with Z, the center of R. 
I f  R should be a simple ring with involution * then this involution induces 
an automorphism on 3. If  the automorphism so induced on 3 is the identity 
automorphism, the involution on R is described as being of the $rst kind. 
Otherwise it is called an involution of the second kind. 
Involutions of the second kind offer very little difficulty for the sort of 
structural questions in which we are interested. The interesting case is that 
of an involution of the first kind. 
Unless otherwise specified, in what follows R will always denote a simple 
ring with involution * of characteristic different from 2. By S we shall 
denote the set {x E R ] x* = 3~) of symmetric elements of R and by K the 
set (x E R 1 X* = - xl of skew-symmetric elements. Since the characteristic 
is not 2 it immediately follows that R = S @ K. 
* This work was carried out with the support of a grant from the Army Research 
Office ARO(D) at the University of Chicago. 
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We first dispose of the very easy case of an involution of the second kind. 
Suppose that R is such that S satisfies a nonzero polynomial identity with 
coefficients in 3, the centroid of R. We may assume, without loss of generality, 
that this identity, P(q ,..., xJ, is multilinear in the variables xi . 
Since the involution c does not reduce to the identity on 3 it is easy to see 
that there is an element y  f  0 in 3 such that y* = - y. But then it is trivial 
that S = yK and K = yS. Since P(s, ,..., s,) = 0 for all s( E S, we get that 
P(YSl ,***, sn) = 0 also. Thus P(k, , ss ,..., s,) = 0 for all k, E K, s2 ,..., s, E S. 
This gives P(sr + K i , s s ,..., c) = 0; but then P(m, , ss ,..., s,) = 0 for all 
x1 E R, s, ,..., s, E S. Repeating this argument on the other coordinates 
yields P(x, ,..., 3c,) = 0 for all xi E R. Thus R satisfies the same polynomial 
identity as does S. In particular, by a well known result of Kaplansky [7j, R 
must be a simple algebra finite-dimensional over its center Z, in fact, of 
dimension at most [$ fz12 over Z. This is the complete story for involutions 
of the second kind. We summarize it in 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a simple ring with involution of the second kind, of 
characteristic dz$erent from 2. If the symmetric elements (OY, if the skew ele- 
ments) satisfy a po[vnomial identity over the centroid of R of degree n them. R 
is at most of dimension [& rile over its center. 
We now prove a result for general simple rings which seems to have been 
overlooked in the general case, although well known for idempotents for 
instance. Although very easy it is the key to our approach to the problem. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a simple ring and suppose a E R is such that a” # 0. 
Let B(a) = aRa; then B(a) has a unique maximal ideal M(a) # B(a) which 
contains all ideals of B(a) and which satisfies, in addition, M(a)3 = (0). More- 
over, B(a)/M(a) is a simple ring. 
Proof. B(a)2 = (aRa)” = aRa2Ra = aRa = B(a) since a2 f: 0 and 
Ra2R = R. Let U be an ideal of B(a), U + B(a). Thus aRaUaRa C U. 
However, if aUa # (0) by the simplicity of R, RaUaR = R; this would 
lead to aRa C U, contrary to assumption. Therefore aUa = (0). But then 
U3 C aRaUaRa = (0). In other words, any proper ideal of aRa is nilpotent 
of index of nilpotence at most 3. It is thus immediate that Zorn’s lemma 
applies to the proper ideals of uRa, giving us a proper maximal ideal M(a) 
of aRa. By the above, Mu = (0). I f  U is a proper ideal of aRa then U3 = (0) 
so (M(a) + U)G = (0); since (aRa)” = aRa, we have M(a) + U # aRa. 
However, M(a) is a maximal ideal of aRa, thus UC M(a) follows from the 
maximality of M(a). Since (aRa)2 = aRa we do indeed have. that B(a)/M(a) 
is a simple ring. 
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It is clear that analogous results should hold for prime rings and primitive 
rings. 
We now return to simple rings with involution. Having disposed of the 
involutions of the second kind in Theorem 1, ZU’E assume in the rest qf the 
paper that R is a simple ring with involution of the first kirzd of characteristic 
llot 2. 
LEMMA 2. I f  a E S is such that aSa = (O)? then a = 0. 
Proof. If s E S then asa = 0. Therefore, if k E K, since kak E S, we get 
akaka = 0. Given x E R, we can write x as x = s + k with s E S and k E K. 
Hence axaxa == a(s + k) a(s + k) a = 0; therefore every element in aR 
has cube 0. Invoking the result of either Lemma 1.1 of [.5] or Lemma 4.1 of 
[4], we get that a = 0. 
We go on to 
LEMMA 3. If R is not a division ring TZOT of dimension 4 mm’ its center then 
there exists an element a E S which is not invertible in R and szlch that a” # 0. 
Proof. In a recently proved result, Osborn [6] shows that, if every element 
s f 0 of S is invertible, then either R is a division ring or 4-dimensional 
over its center. Thus, in our situation, there must be an s f 0 in S which 
is not invertible in R. If sa f 0 then we are done. Suppose then that s” = 0 
for all s E S which are not invertible. Let a # 0 be such an s. If b E S is 
invertible, bab is not invertible, hence (bab)z = 0, which is to say, bab”ab = 0. 
Because b is invertible, we end up with ab”a = 0. On the other hand, if c s S 
is not invertible then ca = 0 hence certainly acea = 0. III short, we have shown 
that as”a = 0 for all s E S. However, by Theorem 8 of [3], S is a simple 
Jordan ring and is spanned additively by all its squares. The net result of the 
above then becomes aSa = (0). Invoking Lemma 2, we get the contradiction 
a = 0. In this way the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
Suppose that S satisfies the multilinear polynomial identity over 3 
P(x, ,..., x,). We can write P(x, ,..., x,) as 
P(x, ,... , .qJ = x1p(x2 ,..., x,J + h(x, ,..., x,), 
where x1 is never the first term of a monomial in h(x, ,..., x,). Let a, sr ,~.., s, 
be in S; then aqa E S. Thus 
0 = P(s, , asea ,..., as,,a) = slq(as,a, . . . . as,a) + h(sl , as2a,,.., as,a). 
However, since sr is never the first term of h(sl ~ ay,..., as,a), we have that 
h(sl> as,a,..., as,a) C aR. We therefore see that Sg(as,a,..., as,a) C aR. But 
then, for s E S, sa + as E S hence (sa + as) q(as,a,..., as,a) C aR leading 
us to Saq(as,a,..., as,a) C aR. Similarly, k E K? since ka - ak E S, 
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(ku - ak) q(as,a,..., asna) C aR whence Kaq(asp,..., as,a) C aR. Because 
R = S @ K the above results yield that Raq(as, ,..., as,a) C aR. If aR # R 
then since Raq(as,a,..., as,a) R C aR we must have that aq(as,a,..., as,a) = 0. 
Now if a E S is not invertible in R then one of aR + R or Ra # R must hold. 
In fact, both hold; for if Ra f R then (Ra)* # R*, that is, aR # R. Sum- 
ming up what has been developed above we have 
LEMMA 4. If a E S is not invertible and S satisfies the multilinear identity 
P(Xl ,-**, 2,) = xxq(xz , . . . . xn) + h(xl ,..., xn) wlaere xl is never the first term 
in h(x, ,..., x,) then aSa satisjes the identity 
aq(as,a,..., as,a) = 0 for s2 )...) & E s. 
Lemma 4 gives us a means of producing rings in which the symmetric 
elements satisfy identities of lower degree than that satisfied by S itself. We 
shall exploit this inductive step in what follows. 
COROLLARY. If S satis$es a multilinear identity in n variables alld if 
e # 0, 1 is an idempotent in S then eSe satisjes a multilinear identity in n - 1 
variables. 
PTOOf. Using the notation of Lemma 3 and a = e, we obtain 
eq(es,e,..., es,e) = 0. Since es = e, this becomes q(es%e,..., es,e) = 0. Thus eSe 
satisfies the multilinear identity q(x2 ,..., XJ in n - 1 variables. 
Before proceeding to our main theorem we must look at a special case. 
LetF be a field and let R = Fk be the ring of li x k matrices over F. Suppose 
* is an involution of the first kind on R, so that 01* = 01 for 01 EF, and let S 
be the set of symmetric elements in FI, . We prove 
LEMMA 5. If S satisjes a polynomial identity of degree n over F then 
k < 2n. 
Proof. If S satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 11 over F, by standard 
linearization devices we get that S satisfies a multilinear identity over F 
of degree at most n. Hence we may assume that S satisfies a multilinear 
identity over F of degree n. We may also suppose that k > 2 otherwise there 
is nothing to prove. 
We claim that we can find an idempotent e in S of rank 2 (as a matrix). 
If e, EF~ is an idempotent of rank 1 such that e,efe, = 0 then we claim that 
e = e, + ef - e,e, * - e:e, is a symmetric idempotent of rank 2,.for e,ere, = 0 
implies efe,ef = 0; these quickly yield that e is an idempotent. Also, ee, = e, , 
ee$ = e?, and e, , et are linearly independent over F (from e,efe, = 0) so e 
is of rank at least 2. But e = (1 - ef) e, + (1 - ei) e$, so e is of rank at most 
2 since e, , ez are of rank 1. Thus e is of rank 2. On the other hand, 
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if e,eFer # 0 for e, a rank-l idempotent, then using e, = e,, , ea = es2 gives ns 
eietei = aiet , & # 0 E F. Then 
fi 2$, fi =* 
are symmetric idempotents of rank 1 andfijz = f2fi = 0. Thus, e = fi + fz 
is of rank 2. 
Let e be a symmetric idempotent of rank 2; then 1 - e is of rank k - 2 
hence (1 - e) F,(l - e) m F,-, . Now the symmetric elements of 
(1 - e) F,(l - e) are precisely (1 - e) S( I - e). By the corollary to Lemma 
4, (1 - e) S( 1 - e) satisfies a multilinear identity of degree n - 1. By 
induction we have K - 2 < 2(12 - 1) hence k < 2% as claimed. 
We are now in position to prove the main result of this paper, namely, 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a simple ring, with imolution of the jirst kind, of 
characteristic not 2. Suppose that S satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 12 
over the centroid of A. Then R is$nite-dirmnsional over its center, of dimension 
at most 4n2. 
Proof. We may assume that S satisfies a multilinear identity 
P(x, ,***, x,J = xlq(xz ,..., XJ + h(q ,.w., x,), 
where x1 is never the first term of any monomial appearing in h(xi I...) xJ 
and where q(xa ,..., x,) is multilinear of degree ?z - 1. 
We proceed by induction on n. If  n = 2 then P(r, , xJ = 01xrxs + /3x2x1 
where 01, /I E 3. Thus if a, b E S, putting xi = a, x2 = b yields olab f  fiba = 0; 
putting xi = b, xs = a yields aba + pub = 0. The net result of this is that 
aa = ,@ so 01 = & /3. I f  01 = - p then S is commutative; by Theorem 9 of [3] 
we get that A is at most 4-dimensional over Z. In this case the theorem is 
correct. I f  OL = fi then ab + ba = 0 for all a, b E S; in particular, 2a2 = 0, 
so a* = 0, for a E S. But then 0 = (ab + ba) a = aba, that is, aSa = (0). 
By Lemma 2 we get that a = 0; then S = (0) and this is nonsense. So, for 
rz = 2 the result is correct. We go to the inductive step. 
If  R is 4-dimensional or less over its center the theorem is trivially true. 
If  R is a division ring then if K is a maximal subfield of R then R @jz K 
is simple, with involution of the first kind, the symmetric elements 
satisfy P(x, ,..., x,) and R & K is not a division ring. Also 
dim, (R & K) = di m, R. So, in what follows we may assume that R is 
neither a division ring nor of dimension at most 4 over its center. By Lemma 3 
there is an element a E S which is not invertible in R and is such that a3 # 0. 
Consider B = aRa; clearly B* = (aRa)* = aRa since a* = a. By 
Lemma 1, B has a unique maximal ideal M; ill3 = (0) and B/M = B is 
simple. Now N* is an ideal of B hence M* = 212 follows. If  u E B satisfies 
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U* = u then u = ara so u* = ar*a whence u = a [-k(r + r*)] a. Consequently, 
the set of symmetric elements of B is precisely aSa. The involution of R 
induces one on B. Suppose E E B is such that $* = ~5; if w E R maps on 5 
then w* - w E ik2. If  w* - w = m then (w + + ,)* - (ry1 + + m) = 0; 
so w1 = w -+ 4 m is symmetric and it maps on W. In other words, the sym- 
metric elements in B arise as the images of symmetric elements in B. 
By Lemma 4, aq(as,a ,,.., as,a) = 0 so araq(as,a ,..., as,a) = 0 for 
all r E R, s2 ,..., 
-- 
s,~ E S. In B, which is simple, this gives Bq(as,a ,..., as,a) = 0, 
and so q(iii&..., m = 0. A s we saw in the paragraph above, this then 
implies that the symmetric elements in R satisfy a polynomial identity of 
degree n - 1 over the centroid of B. By induction we get that B is of finite 
dimension [in fact, of dimension at most 4(~ - l)a] over its center. In partic- 
ular, B has a unit element i, and this is symmetric. Hence we can find a 
symmetric element u, in aSa, which maps on i. Since u2 - u E M and 
M3 = (0) we have (9 - ZL)~ = 0, u3 # 0. Now u3 = u4q(u) where q(u) is a 
polynomial in u with integer coefficients. Let e = u”@(u); then e* = e, 
e # 0 and as is easily verified, e2 = e. Since e E aRa, e # 1. 
Therefore R has a symmetric idempotent e f  0, 1. As a simple ring with 
an idempotent R is a primitive ring so is a dense ring of linear transformations 
on a vector space Y over a division ring D. Moreover, D 3 3. 
Now, by the corollary to Lemma 4, eSe satisfies the identity q(x2 ,..., x,) 
of degree n - 1. Since eSe is the set of symmetric elements of eRe and eRe 
is a simple ring with involution having 3e as its center, we conclude that eRe 
is of dimension at most 4(n - 1)” over 3e, and hence over 3. 
There exists a v  # 0 in V such that ve # 0. Thus veRe is of dimension at 
most 4(rz - 1)2 over 3. But veR = V since V is irreducible as an R-module; 
consequently, I/e = veRe is of dimension at most 4(n - 1)” over 3. 
It is possible that R does not have a unit element, however (1 - e) R(l - e) 
makes sense, and is in fact a simple ring. Moreover, its symmetric elements 
(1 - e) S(l - e) satisfy q(x2 ,..., 3~~)) so as above, we get that V(1 - e) 
is of dimension at most 4(n - 1)s over 3. But then IT = Ve @ V(1 - e) 
is finite-dimensional over 3, hence over D. Since R is dense on 6’ over D 
we get that R w D, , the K x K matrices over D, for some k. Moreover, D 
is finite-dimensional over 3 (since V is finite-dimensional over 3) and 3 = 2, 
the center of R. 
Let K be a maximal subfield of D; then D $& K w K, the t x Y matrices 
over K where r = dim, K. Thus R & K m (D & K)I, M KrB = Kt . 
Now, in R oz K the symmetric elements, S & K, satisfy the polynomial 
identity P(xl ,..., I m .v ) of degree n-; hence this is true in k’*. By Lemma 5, 
we obtain t < 2n. Therefore 
dip R = d&m (R @K) == d&-i (K,) = t2 < 4d. 
z 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We combine Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a simple ring with involrction, of characteristic not 2, 
whose set of symmetric elements satisjies a polynomial identity of degree n over 
the centroid of R. Then R is finite-dimensional eve-r its center, of dimension at 
most 4n2. 
In R, if the skew elements K satisfy a polynomial identity of degree n over i? 
say P(q ,.~., x,), then for sI , s2 I . . . . Szn E s, S& - s.& E K, s,s, - S& E K, 
etc., so S satisfies h(s, , sg ,..., szJ = P(s,s, - s2ss1 , s,s, -- ss3 ?~..) of degree 
2~. By Theorem 3, R is of dimension at most 1679 over its center. 
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